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Free read The visitor a psychological thriller with a
breathtaking twist [PDF]
find 18 different ways to say breathtaking along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus
com the meaning of breathtaking is causing one to breathe rapidly or with difficulty making one out of breath how
to use breathtaking in a sentence synonyms for breathtaking exciting thrilling interesting intriguing inspiring
exhilarating electrifying fascinating antonyms of breathtaking tedious boring unexciting tiresome dull monotonous
uninteresting dreary breathtaking definition thrillingly beautiful remarkable astonishing exciting or the like see
examples of breathtaking used in a sentence adjective uk ˈbreθˌteɪ kɪŋ us ˈbreθˌteɪ kɪŋ add to word list b2 extremely
exciting beautiful or surprising the view from the top of the mountain is breathtaking his performance is described
in the paper as a breathtaking display of physical agility thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples definition of
breathtaking synonyms for breathtaking the scope of the error is breathtaking the view of the mountains was
breathtaking the train raced past with breathtaking speed they gave a breathtaking performance the heat is
causing the alps breathtaking glaciers to melt at a record pace byryan hogg fortune europe 7 nov 2023 adjective
ˈbrɛθˌteɪkɪŋ very exciting or impressive usually in a pleasant way very surprising a breathtaking view of the
mountains the scene was one of breathtaking beauty he spoke with breathtaking arrogance breathtaking adjective
ˈbreθteɪkɪŋ ˈbreθteɪkɪŋ very exciting or impressive usually in a pleasant way a breathtaking view of the mountains
the scene was one of breathtaking beauty extra examples topics feelings b2 anything that produces that feeling in
you can be described as breathtaking you might be astonished at the breathtaking view from the top of a mountain
or moved to tears by a breathtaking film beautiful things are often breathtaking if you say that something is
breathtaking you are emphasizing that it is extremely beautiful or amazing the house has breathtaking views from
every room some of their football was breathtaking a delight to watch he nevertheless completed the film with
breathtaking speed breathtaking thesaurus a beautiful person painting sight etc breathtaking these are words and
phrases related to breathtaking click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of
breathtaking breathtaking meaning definition what is breathtaking very impressive exciting or surprising learn more
what s the definition of breathtaking in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define
breathtaking meaning and usage 1 very exciting thrilling the train raced past with breathtaking speed they gave a
breathtaking performance the view of the mountains was breathtaking a scene of breathtaking beauty 2 very great
or surprising his breathtaking ignorance very surprising or shocking to such a degree as to cause astonishment
breathtaking beauty stupidity rudeness wiktionary synonyms breathless suspensive thrilly maddening hairraising
impressive awesome astonishing thrilling stunning amazing antonyms disgusting learn how to use breathtaking in a
sentence with 162 example sentences on yourdictionary find 1 762 synonyms for breathtaking and other similar
words that you can use instead based on 3 separate contexts from our thesaurus a breathtaking almost always has
to do with something beautiful that you see amazing can describe anything an ocean view can be both breathtaking
and amazing but a roller coaster ride though it may be amazing is not breathtaking unless it looks very beautiful
examples from collins dictionaries the house has breathtaking views from every room some of their football was
breathtaking a delight to watch he nevertheless completed the film with breathtaking speed b2 extremely exciting
beautiful or surprising the view from the top of the mountain is breathtaking his performance is described in the
paper as a breathtaking display of physical agility thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples a beautiful person
painting sight etc
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18 synonyms antonyms for breathtaking thesaurus com May 21
2024
find 18 different ways to say breathtaking along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus
com

breathtaking definition meaning merriam webster Apr 20 2024
the meaning of breathtaking is causing one to breathe rapidly or with difficulty making one out of breath how to use
breathtaking in a sentence

breathtaking synonyms 54 similar and opposite words Mar 19 2024
synonyms for breathtaking exciting thrilling interesting intriguing inspiring exhilarating electrifying fascinating
antonyms of breathtaking tedious boring unexciting tiresome dull monotonous uninteresting dreary

breathtaking definition meaning dictionary com Feb 18 2024
breathtaking definition thrillingly beautiful remarkable astonishing exciting or the like see examples of breathtaking
used in a sentence

breathtaking english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 17 2024
adjective uk ˈbreθˌteɪ kɪŋ us ˈbreθˌteɪ kɪŋ add to word list b2 extremely exciting beautiful or surprising the view from
the top of the mountain is breathtaking his performance is described in the paper as a breathtaking display of
physical agility thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples

examples of breathtaking in a sentence merriam webster Dec 16
2023
definition of breathtaking synonyms for breathtaking the scope of the error is breathtaking the view of the
mountains was breathtaking the train raced past with breathtaking speed they gave a breathtaking performance
the heat is causing the alps breathtaking glaciers to melt at a record pace byryan hogg fortune europe 7 nov 2023

breathtaking adjective definition pictures pronunciation Nov 15
2023
adjective ˈbrɛθˌteɪkɪŋ very exciting or impressive usually in a pleasant way very surprising a breathtaking view of
the mountains the scene was one of breathtaking beauty he spoke with breathtaking arrogance

breathtaking adjective definition pictures pronunciation Oct 14 2023
breathtaking adjective ˈbreθteɪkɪŋ ˈbreθteɪkɪŋ very exciting or impressive usually in a pleasant way a breathtaking
view of the mountains the scene was one of breathtaking beauty extra examples topics feelings b2

breathtaking definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 13
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anything that produces that feeling in you can be described as breathtaking you might be astonished at the
breathtaking view from the top of a mountain or moved to tears by a breathtaking film beautiful things are often
breathtaking

breathtaking definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug
12 2023
if you say that something is breathtaking you are emphasizing that it is extremely beautiful or amazing the house
has breathtaking views from every room some of their football was breathtaking a delight to watch he nevertheless
completed the film with breathtaking speed

breathtaking 17 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 11
2023
breathtaking thesaurus a beautiful person painting sight etc breathtaking these are words and phrases related to
breathtaking click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of breathtaking

breathtaking meaning of breathtaking in longman dictionary Jun 10
2023
breathtaking meaning definition what is breathtaking very impressive exciting or surprising learn more

breathtaking in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for May 09
2023
what s the definition of breathtaking in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define
breathtaking meaning and usage

breathtaking definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 08 2023
1 very exciting thrilling the train raced past with breathtaking speed they gave a breathtaking performance the
view of the mountains was breathtaking a scene of breathtaking beauty 2 very great or surprising his breathtaking
ignorance

breathtaking definition meaning yourdictionary Mar 07 2023
very surprising or shocking to such a degree as to cause astonishment breathtaking beauty stupidity rudeness
wiktionary synonyms breathless suspensive thrilly maddening hairraising impressive awesome astonishing thrilling
stunning amazing antonyms disgusting

examples of breathtaking in a sentence yourdictionary com Feb 06
2023
learn how to use breathtaking in a sentence with 162 example sentences on yourdictionary
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what is another word for breathtaking wordhippo Jan 05 2023
find 1 762 synonyms for breathtaking and other similar words that you can use instead based on 3 separate
contexts from our thesaurus

the meaning of breathtaking in various phrases and sentences Dec
04 2022
a breathtaking almost always has to do with something beautiful that you see amazing can describe anything an
ocean view can be both breathtaking and amazing but a roller coaster ride though it may be amazing is not
breathtaking unless it looks very beautiful

examples of breathtaking in a sentence collins english Nov 03 2022
examples from collins dictionaries the house has breathtaking views from every room some of their football was
breathtaking a delight to watch he nevertheless completed the film with breathtaking speed

breathtaking definition cambridge english dictionary Oct 02 2022
b2 extremely exciting beautiful or surprising the view from the top of the mountain is breathtaking his performance
is described in the paper as a breathtaking display of physical agility thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
a beautiful person painting sight etc
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